April 29, 2021

WordWorks Newsletter #102
Headlines
❖ Salute to William Van Cleave: A tragic early loss of a good friend, a
scholar, gentleman, and delightful goofball.
I share some thoughts about the sudden passing of William Van Cleave
who has been a force on the literacy scene for years, and recently was
launching into SWI in such a rich way. Not just deep personal loss, but one
for our whole community.
❖ On-line SWI Study Opportunities (See panel at right)
๏ Upcoming workshops including the 8th Annual SWI Nueva Institute
(on-line of course). June 28–July 2, 2021
๏ New on-line SWI course “Working With the tools of SWI”
๏ Special Guests Carolee Fucigna & Rebecca Loveless lead session on
SWI in Literacy instruction for Pete’s Free Weekly Digital Drop In on
Monday, May 10 (5pm EST)
❖ New videos of a 2-part interview on SWI with Pete for education
podcast ‘Pedagogy Non-Grata’ getting into the theory, practice and
research related to structured word inquiry
❖ New paper, “Structured Word Inquiry: A Critical Literacy Framework
for Educators” (Hastings & Trexler, 2021). Also see Special WW
Newsletter #96 from Hastings on SWI in teacher training HERE.
❖ WordWorks Newsletter #99 using a Greta Thunberg speech grabs
attention of environmentally focused company ‘Sofar Ocean’ to
propose collaboration
❖ Two Real Speller’s posts on investigations growing from emails with
questions from teachers diving into SWI
๏ Making sense of the English spelling system by studying how the
words “dine” “diner” and “dinner” are related (Real Speller’s post
growing from one of my on-line courses)
๏ Revisiting “the two-step word sum” to make sense of the spelling of
the words, “courageous,” “noticeable,” and “agreed”.

Upcoming Public On-Line SWI Workshops
Click HERE for a document with a description of courses I currently offer.
If the upcoming courses don’t suit you, email me
<peterbowers1@mac.com> and let me know which course interests you.
If you can find even one or two others interested in the same course at
the same time, I can plan around your interests/schedule and advertise
for others to join.
General 5-session SWI Course $200 USD, Register by email HERE.
(Click HERE for detailed description of this course.)
North America: Wednesdays May 19, 26, June 2, 9, 16
• 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm EST (1.5 hour sessions)
Australia: Thursdays May 20, 27, June 3, 10, 17
• 9:30 am -11:00 am (Melbourne time)
Spelling-Out Orthography (two 2-hour sessions): $90 USD
Register by email HERE.
North America: Thursdays May 20 & 27
• 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm EST
Australia: Fridays May 21, 28
• 9:30 am -11:30 am (Melbourne time)
NEW COURSE Working with Tools of SWI. (three 2-hour
sessions): $120 USD Register by email HERE.
We draw on lessons from my book and also work with Etymonline,
construct matrices, word sums, word webs and flow charts (See
course descriptions for details.)
North America: Thursdays June 3, 10, 17
• 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm EST
Australia: Fridays June 4, 11, 18
• 9:30 am -11:30 am (Melbourne time)
Annual Nueva SWI Institute continues on-line June 28-July 2
Click HERE for details and to register. After last year’s successful
move to the on-line version of this great annual event, we are excited
to keep this unique study opportunity going!
General 5-session SWI Course $200 USD, Register by email HERE.
July 26, 28, Aug 9, 11, 13 (5 sessions within 3 weeks)
10:30 am - noon EST (3:30pm - 5pm UK)
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❖ Salute to William Van Cleave

Like countless educators
around the world I was
devastated by the news of the
sudden, totally unexpected
news of the passing of William
Van Cleave. I was fortunate to
collaborate with him since
2009. He contacted me about
William about to make a
the first version of my book,
kind, but smart-ass joke to
Teaching How the Written
someone at a conference.
Word Works, and helped me
enormously by oﬀering to help
me edit it for clarity (at no charge) and then sold it with
his own resources. But it was really in the last few years
that we started collaborating more closely as his interest
in SWI grew and he started studying intensely to support
his own understanding and to inform his trainings and
resources. I count myself very lucky to be able to say
that we became very good friends in the last couple
years. Of course that makes the loss that much more
diﬃcult on both a personal level and professional level.
I wrote a 2-page salute to my friend that you can find at
THIS LINK. I try to capture some of why William was so
beloved by those who got to work with him as fellow
learners/colleagues. I also share a short email and matrix
he sent me this year that captures the depth of the
orthographic learning he had attained and his irreverent
joyful and ‘naughty’ humour that everyone who studied
with him will recognize.
Boy will William be missed.

❖ On-line SWI Study Opportunities
Like so many, my work has shifted to Zoom this year. By
chance, my work happens to suit this medium well.
Consider a few stories from across the grades.
I just finishing a 5-session course that I co-lead with
Carolee Fucigna. Carolee was an expert pre-school
teacher at Nueva when I first started consulting there. At
first she was very skeptical about this content with young
children. However, she ended up diving in and
transforming her practice. She has since retired and is
continuing to support this work independently.
A group of teachers from a school in Alberta joined this
course and the buzz grew so much that Maureen, the
literacy coach, asked if another teacher, Sam, could join
even though she missed the first two sessions. They had
been sharing their learning to her, and I was happy for
her to join. See the next page for images and text Sam
shared with the class describing the ‘word families’
activity she did with her Grade 1 students.
I emailed Maureen to let her know how impressed I was
with Sam’s work even though she joined late. Consider
what Maureen’s response tells us about the kind of
excitement her whole staﬀ has had during this learning.
She wrote...
It is really exciting. So much fun to see it in action. She
watched the video of Carolee doing the Word Bag and
Word Web with “rain.” Once she saw that, she was
itching to try it. She and another grade one teacher are
working from the word family lists that are included in
your main workshop handout.
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Images from Sam’s Gr. 1 class after joining our 5session Early Literacy SWI course late. She described
how they began by discussing the meaning of the word
“know” and then built a word web with words suggested
by the class and by her. The images below show what
followed in the next days.

They’re also accessing all the websites that you share.
Another teacher struggles with spelling herself and, once
we explained the marker letters, she regained her faith
that maybe there are predictable patterns in spelling.
She just doesn’t know them all yet. I have a new Grade
Two teacher asking if this will help explain all the rules
she’s teaching in phonics. I know our Division is hoping
to have you involved in preparing our teachers for the
new Alberta curriculum next year. Morphology is
specifically mentioned.
This is exactly the kind of culture of learning I seek to
support when I work in schools. And from the other end
of the age spectrum, a participant in my General 5Session SWI Course wrote this…
I really appreciate the hard work you have done to
broaden your knowledge and grow SWI. I am seeing
progress in my 7th and 8th graders when I ask them to
read and spell out loud. This technique works for them
and they read or spell the words accurately. Sometimes
the simple tools are the best!
And this comment kind of sums up SWI at any grade
level…
I wanted you to know how much I have appreciated
learning from you and the opportunity to dig in with SWI.
I find this work fascinating and my mind continues to swirl
with all I learned and how to use this learning with the
students and staff with whom I work!
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Interested in a course? See if any of the courses listed
on the first page match your interest. If the times don’t
work, just email me <peterbowers1@mac.com> to
discuss arranging a time that suits your schedule. Most
of my courses start because a team of 2 or 3 people
identify a course and schedule that works for our
schedules and then I advertise to others.
Click HERE for a description of my on-line courses.
Upcoming workshops including the 8th Annual SWI
Nueva Institute (on-line). June 28–July 2, 2021
This annual course is a highlight of my year. We hope to
be able to do it in person next year, but, last year was
such a success that we knew we would repeat the online version this year. Two advantages of this workshop
include the time for study and practice, and the variety of
guest presenters.
The SWI Institute has these three options...
1) 3-day introductory course (Monday - Wednesday)
2) 3-day advanced course (Wednesday - Friday)
3) 5-day course (Monday - Friday)
Before last year’s on-line session, the intro was 2-days
(Mon-Tues) and the advanced was 3-days (Wed-Fri).
Each year I wished the people in the introductory group
could stay for one more day. Day 3 is a kind of
‘investigation day.’ People are expected to have the
background to be able to dive into investigations that
build on the ideas addressed in day 1 and 2. Last year,
Rebecca Loveless (my co-presenter) and I decided to
see what would happen if we just let the two groups
overlap on Wednesday. It worked beautifully!

A mix of novices and experts take the full 5-day session.
The first two day prepare the novices to jump into
‘investigation day’ so there is no problem for the 3-day
intro to include day 3.
To take the 3-day advanced course, you should feel
comfortable constructing matrices from word sums,
working with Etymonline and having a working
understanding of the diﬀerence of morphological and
etymological families. At the same time, many seasoned
pros take the full 5 days. They understand that you ‘can’t
step in the same river twice.’ Revisiting this work is
particularly rich. Having 3 days or 5 days to study this
work with other novices and experts is such a luxury!
The other major bonus is that participants get to learn
with a wide variety of experts. Rebecca Loveless is the
current SWI Coach at Nueva and an expert SWI
consultant. (See her website HERE.) She has deep
experience across the grades and is a co-presenter for
all 5 days and leads special sessions in Real Script and
other topics. We also have Nueva teachers (pre-school to
middle) school present over the week.
Carolee Fucigna (co-presenter in my Early Literacy SWI
Course) will present on the Wednesday when both
groups overlap. Douglas Harper, author of Etymonline,
will present on Thursday as we dive deeper into
etymology and learn how to work with his amazing
dictionary. Other Nueva teachers will present as well.
If you are seriously curious about SWI, this is a once-ayear opportunity to study deeply with a wide variety of
experts.
See details on this SWI Institute and register HERE.
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Free Weekly SWI Digital Drop In Session (Mondays
5pm EST) -- Special guests Rebecca Loveless and
Carolee Fucigna on SWI in Early Literacy May 10!
Click HERE for details on this weekly opportunity. I
began these sessions near the the beginning of the
pandemic as so many teachers were stuck at home and
normal PD opportunities would be minimal. And since I
wasn’t traveling like normal, why not?
The weekly visits have been so rich that I plan to
continue indefinitely. We just had our 50th session! The
idea is that anyone, novice or expert joins, brings
questions and we explore. Sometimes a question during
the week provides a specific focus for the start of the
session, but mostly it is about discussing questions as
we go. Teachers, tutors, parents and kids (with parents)
often join. It is not rare for kids to lead investigations.
There is no sign up, so I have no way of contacting
people between sessions. Just click THIS ZOOM ROOM
and check out what’s going on.
I have arranged to have Rebecca Loveless and Carolee
Fucigna to act as special guests to lead us in a session
on Early SWI on Monday May 10. So if that is an interest
for you, do come by! They will go from 5-6 and then we
will carry on with any topic. We usually go on for an hour
and a quarter or two hours. Hope to see you there!

Breaking News -- Special guest Monday May 3rd!
I know this is late warning, but literally at the moment of
writing, I have just confirmed that this coming Monday,
May 3rd, will have another special guest and planned
investigation to start us oﬀ. Allison is a teacher who
wrote me with great scientific inquiry she and her class
have been doing on words like <permit> and
<permission> and their Latin root mittere, missus. They
are trying to understand how to understand the
morphological and etymological relationships in the
words they encountered in their studies. (See this page
on my website with a discussion and video on this topic
in diﬀerent words.) Join this Monday if you can.
Going back through our correspondences, I found this
text from an email from 2018. I asked if I could share in a
Newsletter some day. Better late than never!
You’ll get a chuckle out of this…yesterday, two of my
students and I were exploring the phoneme-grapheme
connection for /n/. We looked at words like note, nose,
nest, knife, knew, gnat, sign, gnaw, etc. We looked at the
etymology of some of these words too. When they
figured out that /n/ could have more than one
representation when it came to spelling, this was their
reaction: “You mean I’ve been lied to my whole life! I’ve
been alive for 10 years and I’ve been lied to.” Of course
they said this in fun and we had a laugh over it, but they
truly made a discovery and I felt so excited for them.
Prior to this, they thought /n/ was only spelled with an
<n> even though they knew words like “knew.” SWI really
makes learning fun and alive!

Out of the mouths of babes as they say.
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❖ New videos of an extended interview on SWI
I was pleased to be invited to do an interview about SWI
for and education podcast ‘Pedagogy Non-Grata.’ The
host of this interview, Nate Joseph, does not have a
background in literacy. His main interest has to do with
the evidence from educational meta-analyses and how
education is and is not guided by that evidence1 .

Click this link to jump to a favourite part of our interview
that shows exactly this point. I was addressing the
distinction between how grapheme-phoneme
correspondences are taught in phonics as compared to
how we teach them in ‘orthographic phonology’ of SWI2 .
I used the matrix on <act> to clarify this issue. (See
image in screen the shot at right and a lesson on this
word family from my workshops here). I asked Nate how
we pronounce the base in the word “actor.” Without
hesitating, he said /ækt/ as you would if you pronounced
the word “act” on its own.
Next I ask Nate how we pronounce this base in the word
“action.” He immediately pauses because he senses
something is up. He starts to argue “...If I say it really
fast, I feel like I’m saying /æk/ then /ʃən/ (for those new
to IPA think ‘ack’ then ‘shun’). But in my head, I don’t feel
like I’m saying that. I fell like I’m saying /ækt/ (‘act’)…”
And right when he says ‘act’ this time, Nate stops and
says, “Oh, you know what? I can’t do it. You’re right.”

In my view, the fact that Nate is new to SWI and that
literacy is not his main background interest was a bonus
for our interview. This meant that Nate asked questions
those new to SWI would ask. To Nate’s credit, he was
open to ideas that countered his assumptions and to
changing his mind in the face of evidence.

That response shows Nate’s intellectual honesty and the
power of linking the concrete ‘feeling’ of announcing
phonemes to what we think we hear. His head was telling
him that he must say /ækt/ (‘act’) in “action,” but when
he paid close attention and felt the diﬀerence in
pronunciations he had zero hesitation in following the
evidence.

See this link for my brother, Jeﬀ Bowers’, account of the debate that Nate hosted with him about the nature of the evidence for
phonics instruction.
1

2

See this recent 15 minute video addressing that topic and/or this recent article I published that addresses this topic and more.
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Nate recognized that when you pronounce the base “act”
as a word on its own or as a base in a word like “actor”
you announce the /t/ phoneme (‘t sound’) when you get
to the <t> grapheme. When you announce that /t/, you
feel your tongue touch the top of your mouth behind your
teeth (technically the “alveolar ridge”). When he took the
time to say “action” and focus on what he felt, he
realized that the tongue simply does not touch at all.
Presented with physical evidence countering what he
thought he was saying, he was happy to falsify his
previous assumption. See the interview to see the
implications of this story.

To listen…
Audio of Part 1 is HERE.
Audio of Part 2 is HERE.

This is one reason I’m grateful to Nate and Pedagogy
Non-Grata for this interview. He was in no hurry. He let
our conversation take its natural course because he was
genuinely interested in understanding more. He was also
open to ‘learning in public’ including changing his mind
on the spot when the evidence compelled him to.

I hope those who have research questions will watch
those sections carefully. It is the most comprehensive
video I have on that topic.

Nate ended up putting the interview out in two parts -each a bit over an hour. In that time we get to discuss
questions that I’m sure many have about SWI. I highly
recommend anyone seriously curious about the theory,
research and practice of SWI watch the full interview. I
think novices and experts will find greater clarity on SWI
if you take your time with these.
Since this is a podcast, the standard way of posting
interviews is as an audio file. Because it is so diﬃcult to
discuss orthography without looking at orthographic
structures and tools, I asked if we could also post videos
of our Zoom interview so that I could share my screen
and work with the orthography. Again, Nate was
completely happy to oblige.

To listen and watch...
The videos were divided in 3 parts.
Video 1 (same as audio Part) 1 is HERE.
Video 2 is HERE.
Video 3 is HERE. (Research focus)
Those interested in the research discussion can find it
near the end of video 2 at the 29 minute mark at THIS
LINK. That discussion continues in Video 3 (33 min).

❖ New paper, “Structured Word Inquiry: A Critical
Literacy Framework for Educators” (Hastings &
Trexler, 2021). Also see Special WW Newsletter #96
from Hastings on SWI in teacher training HERE.
If you read the article linked in the footnote on the
previous page, or follow my brother Jeff’s blog on our
various adventures in the research, you will see that I am
often frustrated by deep flaws and biases in the literacy
research in general and specifically about SWI.
With that in mind, it was with great joy that I read this new
article by Hastings and Trexler (2021). They address SWI
through the lens of critical literacy and look at the role it
can for both student and teacher learning. There is much
to share, but just for a taste, consider this quote from their
excellent paper.
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"...enacting critical literacy through SWI allows both
educators and students to extend their knowledge
together in what Freire (2011) described as a
“teacher-student/students-teachers” dynamic,
whereby both parties are “jointly responsible for a
process in which all grow” (p. 122). From this
perspective, neither educators’ nor students’ lack of
knowledge is viewed as a deficiency because it
places them both in a unique position from which to
study and deepen their knowledge of the language
together."
This is just one highlight of a rich way of considering the
work they present. And now they provide the second peer
reviewed article (in which I am not an author) that
presents matrices and word sums since my intervention
study (Bowers & Kirby, 2010) that introduced SWI. The
other was from Murphy & Diem (2020). Not many
researchers have actually taken the time to consider the
orthography we address in SWI. George Georgiou from
the University of Alberta is another. His work has had a
major influence on this work in Alberta -- including being
the connection to the story of the school with Sam and
Maureen. It is so gratifying to see more researchers
taking this work and making it their own. After you read
this new article, I highly recommend you go to WW
Newsletter #96 where Katherine Hastings describes how
she transformed her teacher training after attending my
Summer Course a few years ago.

❖ WordWorks Newsletter #99 using a Greta
Thunberg speech grabs attention of
environmentally focused company ‘Sofar Ocean’
to propose collaboration

Although we are past Earth Day, it seems apt to point to
this WW Newsletter from last year. I just updated it after
people from an environmental company called ‘Sofar
Ocean’ contacted me. This company developed an
innovative way to collect data on oceans to better
understand climate change. They came across this old
Newsletter and asked about pointing to each other’s
work. I was delighted to to collaborate.
I’ve updated the post to include information on Sofar
Ocean and to the topic of ‘greenwashing’ that they are
trying to address. This would be a great topic for students
to study. An SWI investigation of this recent neologism
‘greenwashing’ would be rich in and of itself.
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Matt Berman, the Real Spellers webmaster, was very
excited about this Newsletter when it originally came out.
What grabbed Matt’s attention is how I used a topic like a
speech by Greta Thunberg as a context for SWI -- and
SWI as a context for deepening understanding about
important concepts and terms we study in any subject. If
you are looking for ways to apply SWI in this way, this
Newsletter is filled with many resources to explore.
When the original Newsletter came out, Matt asked if he
could reformat it to make it interactive as he has since
done with the Real Spelling Tool Box 2.
Go to THIS LINK to see that interactive Newsletter that is
now revised with the new Sofar Ocean content. If you
would like the standard pdf version, you can see that
here. I’ve updated that one too.
Tool Box 2 & Real Spellers: While I address Real
Spellers and the Real Spelling Tool Box 2, please note
that Matt also created THIS NEW FORUM for people to
share learning and ideas from working with the Tool Box
2. There are quite a few posts there now. I’m so excited
not only to have the Real Spelling Tool Box up and
running again because of Matt, but also to have a place
for people to share their learning with it.
❖ More Real Speller’s posts on investigations
growing from emails with spelling questions from
teachers diving into SWI
I am so grateful for the ways Real Spellers provides a
platform to publicly share learning with SWI. There are
many great FB groups, but those are not accessible to
everyone and you can’t archive discussions and posts
like we do on Real Spellers.

I often receive emails from people that have such rich
questions that I have to ask the emailer if I can use their
questions and my response as context for a public post
on Real Spellers so that others can learn from it.
It was exactly these kind of emails going between Real
Spelling, Matt and others that sparked Matt’s idea to
make Real Spellers in the first place. He couldn’t stand all
that learning going on between a tiny group when so
many could gain from it.
I recently posted two such Real Spellers posts. One grew
from a participant in a 5-session course. The other from a
conversation in the Monday Free Digital Drop In sessions.
These are classic questions that come up all the time,
and which are so rich for making sense of spelling.
I hope you will check them out!
๏ Making sense of the English spelling system by
studying how the words “dine” “diner” and
“dinner” are related (Real Speller’s post growing
from one of my on-line courses)
๏ Revisiting “the two-step word sum” to make sense
of the spelling of the words, “courageous,”
“noticeable,” and “agreed”.
Remember, anyone can read any post on Real Spellers
without registering. But if you want to post or comment
on other work, you need to go through the registration
process described on the home page. It is free to
register, but you need to provide your email and prove
you are not a ‘bot’. The site has been hacked numerous
times even with this layer of protection.
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